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In This Issue...

Mission
NJTA has been established for the enjoyment and
preservation of the Triumph automobile. NJTA is
open to all owners of Triumph autos and to those interested in the Triumph brand.

Contact List
Ray Homiski
908-418-2253 : TR3RAY@gmail.com
Cliff Besett
718-442-1756 : Cliffwizard@aol.com
Ken Blair
973-625-5469 : GT6Ken@gmail.com
Ron Weinger
908-575-7064 : sheron@worldnet.att.net
Lillian Blair
Debra Lipp
freyacrue@aol.com
Glenn Schwenker
Gschwenker@verizon.net
Peter Nelson
Eric Boehm
Art Wildman
awildman1@verizon.net
Ray Homiski
908-418-2253 : TR3RAY@gmail.com

Allen Rosenberg 732-742-4642
Steve Bodenweiser 610-207-7651

The New Jersey Triumph Association is a local chapter of the Vintage Triumph Register, the Triumph
Sports Owners Association and the Triumph Register
of America.
Membership dues are $25 for the first year’s registration which includes the official NJTA club pin. Renewal membership dues are $20 annually thereafter.
Dues are to be submitted by April of each year. This
entitles you to participate in all club activities, meetings and elections. You will also receive the Club
newsletter, The Coventry Chronicle, in which you are
able to post free classified ads for a run of three
months. You can find the membership form on the
last page of this newsletter.
The Coventry Chronicle is the official publication of
the New Jersey Triumph Association and is published
monthly.
Technical material is provided for reference only and
should be utilized advisedly.
Opinions expressed are those of the
contributors or correspondents and
are not those of the New Jersey Triumph Association,
its members or its officers or advisors.
Visit us at our web site
www.njtriumphs.org
Please submit articles, letters and information to the
Coventry Chronicle Editor
Ray Homiski
P.O. Box 6
Gillette, NJ 07933
e-mail
TR3RAY@gmail.com

Presidents Message
By Ray Homiski

Well, I end my first year as president of this wonderful club. Like anything
else, it has had it good moments and its
bad. Believe me when I say, the good
outweighed the bad by 90% to 10%.
There is something to be said for running
an organization that is full of experienced, professionals. It seemed that
when I was about to make a misstep or
screw up there was someone there with
the answer to help me. I have done my
share of thanking people in the past and
do not wish to tire you with it any longer.
I will use this opportunity to thank
the entire membership. It was folks like
you that came up with the extraordinary
events this season like the trip to the Intrepid museum and the concert at Carnegie Hall,
Still, this year seemed to go fast, a
bit too fast for someone my age. I was
surprised by gaining so many new members this year. Some were from the past
and renewed while others were first timers.
While a leader is looked to for guidance and direction, I can honestly say
that the membership has provided most
of that this year and you all were the beneficiaries.
I look forward to the coming year to
unfold some other new or first time
events. If you have any suggestions then
let me know. Right now we are working
on a new venue for Fallfest. We are still
open to recommendations so don’t be
shy. We may not choose your suggestion

but realize that we might add another venue.
Let us all hope for a greater and
more prosperous New Year not only for
you all personally but for the club as a
whole. Right now I feel as though we have
a winning team as members of our board
but neither they nor I can make these successes alone. It takes all of our combined
efforts to do this. Fortunately we have what
it takes to bring the NJTA into the second
half of this decade.
Thank you all and
Cheers
Ray Homiski
President NJTA

Stops along the way
By Peter Nelson
I am going to take this opportunity
to introduce member Peter Nelson. You
may know Peter if you went to any of
our events this year. He was there
snapping the many photos you have
seen and will see on our web site and in
this newsletter.

Steve is still doing what he loves to do out
in the garage… that would be classic British
auto repair and restoration. He appears to
be semi-retired (although seemingly at a
full time pace) and enjoys keeping the
company of classic cars and their owners.

Peter is starting a column and this
is his second entry but first as a feature.
You will see them now and then and I
hope you enjoy them as much as I.

After nearly 40 years in the business, it
seems to be a well earned mix of work
and pleasure.

Ray Homiski
President NJTA
Stops Along The Road
There have been many stops along the
road for NJTA member Steve
Bodenweiser.
From the eye opening World’s Fair as a
kid in 1964, through favorite and
treasured beaches along the Jersey
shore, to the world of classic British
cars.
These days you’ll find Steve
Bodenweiser and his wife Betty in
Hamburg, Pennsylvania. They’ve
renovated a little weekend cottage into a
full time home, along with a massive
garage.

Stops along the way
By Peter Nelson
Long time NJTA members will recognize
the name “Steve’s Auto Service” and
will remember the shop locations in
Morristown NJ, on the corner of
Sussex Avenue and Gaston Road and
then later downtown at 128 Washington
Street, as well regarded stops along the
road.

Most NJTA members will also be
familiar with and will have seen the end
results of Steve’s work on two superb
1969 MKII GT6 restorations. Here are
some pictures.

Stops along the way
By Peter Nelson
A very interesting story on its own - from
the initial find and somewhat protracted
negotiations, through the usual ups and
downs of a taking an old British car apart
and then putting it all back together again.
The fun included rebuilding the engine and
trans with original factory parts, replacing
the clutch, brakes and lines, frame work,
cutting and reshaping body panels, plus
new glass. Not to mention several almost
maddening attempts to acquire one
particular body part (the bonnet) and then
of course, the joys of reconnecting the
wiring.
The restoration effort itself took over two
and a half years. It is a testament to
Steve’s workmanship and his ability to stick
with a project. “We should all be proud of
our cars and the automotive history we are
saving for the next generation,” he says. If
you want to see the finished car in Triumph
BRG, then you’ll have to make it to an
NJTA event and ask Steve to bring it!
The earlier restoration, the red one, shown
as follows, with Steve and Betty at the
popular NJTA Fall Run this past October.

Stops along the way
By Peter Nelson
Plus a broken anvil at the lever end,
showing signs of several previous attempts
to repair. The hunt is on for a replacement
as this part is no longer available.

Although Steve currently takes on work
at “Steve’s British Car Repair” at 67
Lake Road in Hamburg, he can also
accept work at a northern New Jersey
location, so he is still very accessible to
NJTA members and their cars. Steve
attended the Automotive Service
Excellence Program and has passed
their difficult series of tests to achieve
his Master Auto Technician status. He
also went on to receive his L-1
(Advance Level Specialist) certification.
Steve can be reached by telephone at
610-207-7651 or by
email at sjboden@aol.com .
Photos of the Hamburg shop follow
below. Well equipped, lots of space,
built for wrenching and car talk - it is the
quintessential bucket list garage!
Someone’s TR6 is currently getting the
benefit of Steve’s attention. Strangely
enough, it has an oil leak and electrical
problems. And a handbrake that
doesn’t work.

Stops along the way
By Peter Nelson
Given Steve Bodenweiser’s experience,
demonstrated ability and skills, Hamburg
PA is now a preferred stop along the road
for me. As well it should be for anyone
considering LBC repair work or restoration.
Your classic will be in good hands.
A quick update regarding the recently
featured Sports and Specialist Cars. That
piece took a while to bring to press and
unfortunately, they’ve just closed up shop.
One less stop along the road for classic car
enthusiasts. I will miss it. Got a favorite?
Let us know before it’s history. Feel free to
pass along a suggestion at a club meeting
or you
may contact me by email at
PNe3170264@aol.com.
Thanks for reading.
Peter Nelson

Editorial & Response
By Ray Homiski

I know I wrote before about my past
as a classic and antique bicycle restorer
and collector. I can honestly say I was
very successful at that endeavor. I can
still remember a unique situation that I
came upon after some years in the hobby.
You may also know that I also
worked for this little company called Intel.
That afforded me the opportunity to travel
as Intel had a habit back then of acquiring
small technology companies and I was
part of the away team sent to assimilate
them into the Intel family. Trust me, it was
a lot nicer than the BORG.
One such company was in Sausalito California. This not only provided me
the opportunity to cycle on some of the
most famous roads and trails in the hobby, it also had a surprise that I never expected.

Where is all of this leading you ask? Let me
explain. Now you need to know who
George Mount is.
Mount won more than 200 races, in
the US, Europe, and South America. He
competed in five world championships on
the road, and won national and district titles
and medals on road and track. He held numerous records, including national distance
records, which stood for years. He also
competed as the first American to rank
within the top 60 of cyclists since 1912. He
actually came in 6th place. He is credited
with the modern age of professional cycling
in the US. He was the single cycling person
who made it possible for people like Greg
LeMond and several other Americans to
win and compete in all International cycling
events even the premier event, the Tour de
France.

We hit it off immediately, but I was
not in his class whatsoever. Still, I manI typically got to know all the opera- aged to talk bicycles on par with him. So
tions people in an organization that I had much so that he offered me the opportunity
to work with. I recall as if it were yesterto use one of his bicycles to ride around the
day. After working with the shipping deBay area and he did not have to ask twice.
partment manager, she came to know
You see, a pro like him was given many
about my hobby and told me I had to
high end bicycles for free so the manufacmeet their QA person. I asked why. She
turer could get an endorsement. Better yet,
just said that I need to make it a point to
he was a writer for Velo News, the top cysee him. Well, he was on my schedule
cling magazine in the world. I drove over to
anyway so it was only a matter of time.
his home after work and he presented me
with a new Ritchey Mountain Bike that was
The next day I stopped by the office red, white & blue in sort of a flag tribute.
of Mr. George Mount. That probably does The bike was set up with components that I
not mean much to any of you at this point. could never afford, hell, I could not afford
Suffice it to say that when I entered the
the frame alone. Still he handed it over as if
office I noticed a lot of bicycle parapherit were $20 used, beater bicycle. His only
nalia. Not your run of the mill stuff but a
request was for me to give him a review of
lot more upscale and sophisticated.

Editorial & Response
By Ray Homiski
Continued

the bicycle that he could use. That was a
real small price for the honor of just riding
this bike and ride I did. I even rode Mt.
Tamipialis, the place where Mountain bicycling was created. A tough and rough
mountain to even walk let alone ride but
ride I did. It felt great and responded better than anything I owned at the time.
When I finished a few days later I
brought the bike back to the office to return to him. We met in the parking lot and
I told him how the bike rode, it was full of
praise and all sorts of positive comments.
He thanked me and picked up this gem of
a bicycle and threw it, airborne, into the
back of his pick up truck as if it were a
piece of junk. I was mortified, I did not
know what to say. Here was a bike that
was certainly an instant collectible. It had
provenance, was top of the line, was in
my hands one minute and in with a pile of
pick up truck fodder the next. I thought
about offering to purchase it but could I
afford it? I obsessed about that bike for
years regretting that I let it slip through my
hands. It did provide me with a valuable
lesson that I had not thought about before. By now you are thinking what has
this got to do with Triumph cars?

another old car. You see these folks at car
shows, on the street and those you engage
in conversations with about your car.
You have probably heard it all before.
It is just an old pile of metal. Where you
protect it from being scratched or harmed
in any way, these folks would just as soon
sit on the hood or lean on the paint with
grimy hands.
This is where clubs like the NJTA
does their part. Our mission, NJTA has
been established for the enjoyment and
preservation of the Triumph automobile.
We along with other clubs are the
current curators of the vehicles we now
own. Preserving it for generations to come
keeping it ready to become part of automotive history in the future. Like anything
worth preserving, we protect it from harm,
keep it maintained and have it ready for its
next owner. Yes that is right, the next owner. It may or may not be a part of our family. That matters not, it just needs to be
someone who sees it as more than just a
pile of painted metal. One who will appreciate it for years to come and keep it from
harm, ready for its next owner.

I hope this story has provided you the
opportunity to share in my lesson learned.
Once you understand your role in the preservation of the Triumph marque, you will be
an automotive historian who puts his or her
knowledge and experience to good use. So
go ahead, preserve, protect and defend
My Triumph TR3A to me is every bit your car. It is what is expected of you as a
as cherished as my most prized bike. Yet club member an Triumph aficionado.
some I speak to about it view it as just
The lesson learned was that although I treasured that bike, it was simply
a tool to George. Much like I view a worn
screwdriver, he had no attachment to it at
all. It was one of his drawer full of screwdrivers.

What’s New?

This was listed as a 1939 Standard Triumph
Roadster Mystery Prototype. Looks a bit
funny and did not sell after only a bid of
$1,175

1948 Standard right hand drive. Sold at
auction for only $2,500. Not bad from
what I saw.

1959 Triumph TR3A. Sometimes
an auction surprises me. This one
sure did. The car was a mess inside and out but still sold for
$7,650

1980 Triumph Spider. This one to me undersold at $3,700. The strange thing
about this car is that the interior was redone with red piping and the owner tried
to do a Batman theme on the car.
Go figure.

What’s New?
Here is something I recently came
across. It is not Triumph related but rather classic import cars. Seems that a collection of rare cars was rediscovered in
France, at a French mansion. The story
goes that the owner wanted to create a
rare car museum complete with a train
line that would take visitors right to the
front door. The dream ended with a
downturn of the owner’s fortunes. It left
some pretty incredible cars to fend for
themselves in a poorly constructed garage. Take a look at this video and see
how many rare cars you can identify. The
video itself is a bit of art and the music is
pretty good as well. To check it out click
here.
Rusted Rare Cars
Prototype TR8 report - TVT issue 53
Well, our web site is a wonderful thing.
Not only does it reach across oceans and
continents, it also crosses decades.
I recently received an email from a fellow
Triumph enthusiast in the UK. The email
asked if I had a way to contact a person
who produced an article that came from
members of the NJTA some years back.
The names given me were Bill Sohl and
Chris Hansel. Well, of course I know Bill
as our founder so I sent the email to him.
Seems our UK friend was looking for an
original copy of that article that appeared
in a VTR magazine. It seems the article
addresses some information to the
wedge cars that are now becoming popular in the UK.

Bill and Chris to the rescue, well at least
they have made a fellow Triumph person
a bit happier and have improved relations
between our countries. Here is the response letter from that gent expressing
his appreciation.
Hello Bill,
Thanks for your prompt reply. I would be
delighted to have a copy of the actual
magazine with the TR8 article in it.
I will of course reimburse you for the
postage to the UK. Do you use PayPal? If
you do that would be the simplest way to
pay you back. Let me know.
My address is:
Tony Francis
United Kingdom
If Chris Hansel is agreeable to use of the
text by the TR Drivers Club for publication in a future edition of our club magazine then again I would be most grateful.
Use of the text would be limited to this,
any other possible future use would be
referred back to Chris for approval.
Here in the UK there has been a resurgence of interest in the very early TR7 &
TR8, but of course factory records are
scanty or missing. Friends of mine in the
TRDC have several of the surviving TR8
development cars, from very early to very
late examples, so this car that you reported on back in 1993 would be of great interest.
Kind regards, Tony

What’s New?
Tony,
I mailed the magazine to you this afternoon. I don't want to be repaid for postage, if you feel obligated please make a
donation to help needy children during the
Christmas season.
Please also let me know when you receive the magazine.
Merry Christmas,
Bill Sohl

Member Ron Dubiel sent me this link to
some interesting TR6 information. Here is
the link along with his explanation.
“Len Renkenberger was one of the original starters of the 6 Pack in Maryland in
about 1980. This manual is a collection of
his writing for the club quarterly magazine. Remember these were written when
the TR6 was just an older sports car. The
articles have a real grassroots feel and
were done before the Internet, they have
a beauty of their own.”
http://danielsonfamily.org/

Membership Director Ron Weinger has
just reported the following regarding the
cars NJTA members drive.
TR2
TR3 (all models)
TR4 (all models)
TR250
TR6
TR7
TR8
GT6 (all models)
Spitfire (all models)
Stag
Gloria Southern Cross
2000

1
24
15
5
61
8
4
6
11
4
1
1

23 members have more than 1 Triumph
7 members are recorded as not having a
Triumph

We recently had a a surprise again from
our web site. A past owner of a TR6 contacted me and asked if we would like
some Triumph memorabilia that he had
left over. You see he owned and raced a
TR6 back in Illinois, but has since left the
hobby and sold his cars.
He had a lot of stuff left over and was deciding if it would be wise to donate it to
the NJTA or just scrap it. I am glad he
chose the former.
His name is Lynn Vogel and I met him on
one of the worst weather days of the
year. Still he gave me a box full of items
and other loose bits that I gladly accepted
on behalf of the club.
After discussing this with some Board
members, we felt it best to use this material to benefit the club by using it as door
prizes at our next meeting. That took

What’s New?
place at our November session and was a
real hit. It also contributed to our finances,
all thanks to the generosity of a fellow Triumph owner.
Virtually every member who purchased a
door prize ticket won something. Among
the things contributed were some really
special Triumph patches, a metal British
Leyland sign, stainless door strips for a
TR6, a fender blanket, a Triumph badge
and many great books, some very hard to
find.
I want to give a special “Thank You” to
Lynn who thought about keeping the Triumph marque whole rather than use his
material for personal gain or adding to the
landfill. Here is a photo of Lynn and his
car some years back. Pretty cool, huh!

Don’t only read this article, watch the
video contained within. It is shocking to
any collector or car preserver. One has to
believe there is a better way to handle
this issue than this. This was brought to
my attention by member Steve Bodenweiser.
Car Crusher

Triumph trivia question. What TR
version Triumph was both the most successful in terms of sales but the most reviled in terms of design?

Our holiday party happened on December 7th and was a rousing success.
With 32 members attending, we had the
usual good time with good friends and
some fantastic eats. Club founders, Bill &
Linda Sohl, attended and brought a special surprise. They shared enough copies
of past issues of The Vintage Triumph
Register for each member attending to
take several copies of each issue. Also
there was a neat VTR poster that displayed the first 50 issue covers of the
VTR. They certainly made a hit with the
attendees. I still have a good amount of
posters left and will give them out at the
next meeting in January. First come, first
served. This was a real good way to end
the year. I can’t wait for next year. Click
on photo to see all party photos.

Historic Bits

Historic Bits
Continued

Historic Bits
Continued

Historic Bits
Continued

Historic Bits
Continued

Historic Bits
Continued

Historic Bits
Continued

Technical Q & A
I received a question from a nonmember via our website email. Here
goes, anyone who wishes to help can
contact him directly or through me if you
wish.
Just a public note to all in your club
that I am wishing everyone a Peaceful
and Joyous New Year in 2015. May the
holidays find all in Health and Happiness.
Oh yea, I wanted some feedback on
a real crazy idea, re. the 49 -2000, re engine replacement.
I have come across a nice 66 Jag
3.8L, 4sp/od s-type (saloon) which is
(beyond) very rough. The engine is said
to run. I feel the drive train is very OK.
In the opinion of you and/or your
members, would this be heresy, or an
abomination to even think about putting
this engine in the foremost orphan of the
Triump family of cars?
1949 TDA 2000 (some call a Renown).
I would care for all removed parts
and try to get a rebuild on the TR-1 engine- tractor parts I think. I would not chop
the car.
The S type would provide power
train, suspension and maybe wire wheels
that need a little tlc which would give the
2000 over 200 HP w/ only the dual
SUHD6's. A tri power XKE intake can be
had.
I feel the parent company of this
motor is the same people as the early Tri-

umph company. All were made in Coventry. I believe Triumph used the same OD
units as well.
This is a RHD car (Jag) with some
very good sheet metal, glass and chrome.
I feel the engine is a work of art. It is long
and cramming it into the 2000, without
changing the car at all could be a challenge. It is the 4sp/od, top option. It has
what I read was the first IRS, followed by
Corvette. Limited slip . I think the radiator
would go in the boot.
At 3 times the HP I would be making
a deal with the Devil, probably never to be
completed, unless I had a S.L. of good
advise helping me understand the ZEN of
doing this and why it might be worth it ?
Heck, would definitely be worth it!
If you get any feed back, pass it on
and let me know. I need to know what a
good rolling chassis, 66 3.8L S-type Jag is
worth, And what my major problems might
or will be. Feel free to publish w/ contact
info.
Thank you for calling,
David F. Travis Sr, Drilling Manager
Evergreen Geotech and Drilling, Inc.
32 Bushes Lane
Elmwood Park, NJ 07407
my cell: 732 546 0241
Dtravis2@optonline.net

Classifieds
Remember, as a member of the NJTA you are entitled to a free posting on classifieds
for 3 months running. Dig out your garage and send photos, description and contact
information to me at TR3RAY@gmail.com and I will get it listed in the next issue.
TR6

3rd Posting : Member Greg Goldstein is
selling his two Triumph cars. A 1962
TR4 and a 1969 TR6. The 4 has approximately 70,000 miles, overdrive, four
speed and black interior. The 6 has
80,000 plus miles. 4 speed manual.
Both cars are in excellent condition. He
is selling because I am not using them
enough and I would rather have them
used. I am asking $16,250 for the 4 and
$15,500 for 6. You can contact Great via
email at
ggoldstein@misneragency.com
Or call him at
845-434-7755
TR4

Classifieds
Remember, as a member of the NJTA you are entitled to a free posting on classifieds
for 3 months running. Dig out your garage and send photos, description and contact
information to me at TR3RAY@gmail.com and I will get it listed in the next issue.
3rd Posting : Member Tim Shannon has
put up his nice TR8 for sale. Here are the
details.
FOR SALE
1981 T R 8
Silver, black top, blue interior.
Mileage: 72,000 km (45,000 mi)
Original owner, bought new from TS
Automotive October 1982 on MSO
Mostly stock, upgraded wheels/tires,
brakes, shocks, exhaust. Original
wheels included. Full time garage, seats
covered since 1985, no accidents.
Offered at $17,500.
TIM SHANNON, BOONTON NJ 973299-9337

Classifieds
Remember, as a member of the NJTA you are entitled to a free posting on classifieds
for 3 months running. Dig out your garage and send photos, description and contact
information to me at TR3RAY@gmail.com and I will get it listed in the next issue.
2nd posting
1973 Triumph TR-6/OD
Red with black interior. Garaged and off
road 1983-1997 prior to off frame
restoration including new paint, glass,
rebuilt transmission and overdrive.
Restoration included 4 new steel quarter
panels, bonnet, door on rust free frame.
Rechromed bumpers, new top and
interior.
Less than 5,000 miles on Pirelli tires,
clutch and exhaust. Excellent running
condition approximately 90,000 miles.
Email for more detailed description.
Located in central NJ asking $14,500.
mmckenna52@optonline.net

Regalia

These items all have the club logo emblazoned upon them. We will be doing more in
the area of regalia so keep a sharp eye out for updated information. The Regalia Director Art Wildman (awildman1@verizon.net ) can be contacted should you want to purchase
any of these items.

Item
T -Shirts
Blue

Green

Gray

Polo Shirts
Gray
Red
Black
Blue
Denim Shirt
Blue
Seat Belt Pad
Red
Blue
Patches
Cars Logo
No Cars Logo
Badges
Cars Logo
License Plate
Frame
Owners Log Book

Size

Price

Medium
Large
2X Large
3X Large
Medium
Large
2X Large
Medium
Large
3X Large

$ 8.00
$ 8.00
$ 8.00
$ 8.00
$ 8.00
$ 8.00
$ 8.00
$ 8.00
$ 8.00
$ 8.00

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

$ 28.00
$ 28.00
$ 28.00
$ 28.00

Medium
X Large
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

$ 28.00
$ 28.00
$ 5.00
$ 5.00
$ 1.00
$ 1.00
$ 8.00

–

$ 1.00

–

$ 10.00

Regalia
The NJTA is now selling a new exciting tee shirt. Although it does not have the
NJTA logo it is a very good looking item. We sold about 25 at a recent meeting. That is
good by any measure, so I think we have a hit on our hands. Right now it is available in
three colors. Royal Blue, Navy Blue and Black. The member price is $10 so get yours
now. Order from our Regalia Director George Wildman (awildman1@verizon.net ). See example below.

Events
Check out the Events section of our web site and this newsletter to be up to date on the latest
gatherings, both club and non-club sponsored. We really like to see new members and cars at our
shows no matter the condition or age of the car. Please try and attend one of the club meetings at the
Chimney Rock Inn in Gillette NJ. It happens each month (Except December) on the 4th Tuesday of
that month and starts at 7:30 PM. It is a great venue, you have dinner, talk cars, watch presentations
and share information about Triumph cars. You don’t need an invitation. Drop in, bring a friend and
enjoy your club and all it has to offer.

The 2015 Touch of England date has
been set. It will be on Saturday, June
13, 2015 with a “rain date” of Sunday,
June 14, 2015.

Have you visited the NJTA web
page lately. It has been updated with
many events that are NJTA sponsored
and others that are not. All NJTA
events start out with the NJTA abbreviation on the calendar. Take a look.
http://www.njtriumphs.org/shows--events.html

New or Renewing

Membership Form

You may use this form to either begin a new or renew your membership in The New Jersey Triumph Association. The NJTA is the premier Northeastern U.S. car club dedicated to the preservation, historical archiving
and educating the public about Standard Motors Triumph Automobiles.
To start or renew your membership, please select the correct box below and fill out the form completely.
Please print clearly and fill out the entire form even if you are an existing member as information changes
over time and we need to keep current to allow you to receive all the benefits of your membership.

New Member $25

Renewing Member $20
Make your check payable to

The New Jersey Triumph Association
P.O. Box 6
Gillette, NJ 07933-0006
This membership includes you and a family member so please include that information below when filling
out this form.

Name(s)_________________________________________________________
Address _________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Phone # ( _____)______________ (optional)
E-mail _____________________________________________
Year and model Triumph(s) owned
________________________________________________________________
There have been requests to have the roster available to the membership only. At the
minimum, we will only print name, town, state and cars owned. If you do not
want the following information included please check the appropriate box.
Do NOT include phone number in roster ________
Do NOT include full address in roster ________
(only town and state will be included)
Do NOT include e-mail address ________

